Racks & Baskets: A comprehensive eight-page brochure with accompanying industry-specific flyers describes and illustrates custom-designed and manufactured plating, powder coating, E-coating, painting and PCB racks and baskets. In addition to details on the company’s products, services and capabilities, there also is an overview of design and material criteria. Information on fixture rebuilding, metal and titanium fabricating, castings and plastisol coating is also included. Associated Rack Corporation, 225 W. Ohio St., Suite 600, Chicago, IL 60610. Details: Circle 301 on reader service card.

High-temperature Coating: A new full-color bulletin details CS-18 high-temperature PTFE surface coating, said to provide a solution to cake-release problems. Included is a swatch of Nomex® felt with CS-18. PTFE resin is thermally bonded to cake-side surface fibers to form a smooth, high-temperature, chemically stable surface, said to resist flexing and pulsing. It also promotes surface loading while minimizing penetration of media. BWF America Inc., 7453 589, New Albany, IN 47151. Details: Circle 302 on reader service card.

Gas Detection: A new application note addresses the basic steps for monitoring hazardous gases and vapors, and illustrates how the SmartMaxII gas detection system can manage gas hazards in the most efficient way. Designed for use in area monitoring applications in many industries, it can be used with several types of sensors—combustible, ppm, toxic and oxygen. The note discusses what will happen when a gas leak occurs, how to select and install the proper sensor and how to connect the sensors to an alarm system. Control Instruments Corp., 25 Law Dr., Fairfield, NJ 07004. Details: Circle 303 on reader service card.

Industrial Mixing Equipment: A full-line designer, manufacturer and distributor of industrial mixing equipment has released its 50-page 1999 catalog, featuring more than 500 different mixers and accessories. Sections cover propellers, dispersion, stirrers, 5-gallon mixers, drum mixers, tank mixers and mixing containers, as well as work stations and mixer lift stations. INDCO, Inc., P.O. Box 589, New Albany, IN 47151. Details: Circle 304 on reader service card.

Eddy Current Testing: The Fall/Winter edition of a four-page, full-color eddy current testing newsletter contains articles on testing applications and new products. Featured is the new Phasec D62 portable eddy current NDT “toolbox” that can be used for a wide variety of applications. Krautkramer Branson, 50 Industrial Park Rd., Lewistown, PA 17044. Details: Circle 305 on reader service card.

Powder Coating: A full-color bulletin describes a versatile, multiuser powder coating system for OEMs and jobshops that want the flexibility of a manual system. The system’s flow controller is compatible with powder boxes from all manufacturers, and its lightweight, ergonomic gun delivers higher transfer ratings over a broad range of particle sizes. It accommodates numerous colors, and offers a variety of nozzles for the highest delivery efficiency. Ionics Engineering Corp., 4797 Upper Valley Pike, Urbana, OH 43078. Details: Circle 306 on reader service card.

Clean Air: The “Clean Air Compliance Handbook” contains more than 100 pages of information on VOC emissions, regulations and control technologies, as well as tips for choosing the right equipment. Chapters discuss VOCs, why and how they are regulated, website addresses, features, benefits and potential drawbacks of various methods of emission control. A comparison spreadsheet of various technologies is included. MEGTEC Systems, 830 Prosper Rd., De Pere, WI 54115-5030. Details: Circle 307 on reader service card.

Hazmat Storage: A brochure describes a complete line of noncombustible steel and fire-rated buildings, lockers and secondary containment products for safe storage, handling and use of chemicals and hazardous materials. Hundreds of models and sizes, optional equipment and accessories are available. Safety Storage, Inc., 2301 Bert Dr., Hollister, CA 95023. Details: Circle 308 on reader service card.

Mounted Points & Wheels: A new four-page brochure features cotton fiber-mounted points and wheels for grinding, edge deburring, finishing precision machined and cast parts. It provides illustrations on a full selection of standard shapes, with part number and specifications for easy ordering, and lists product features/typical applications by industry. Parts are designed for use on aluminum, steel, stainless steel and exotic materials. Rex-Cut Products, Inc., 960 Airport Rd., Fall River, MA 02772. Details: Circle 309 on reader service card.

Eddy Current Testing: The Fall/Winter edition of a four-page, full-color eddy current testing newsletter contains articles on testing applications and new products. Featured is the new Phasec D62 portable eddy current NDT “toolbox” that can be used for a wide variety of applications. Krautkramer Branson, 50 Industrial Park Rd., Lewistown, PA 17044. Details: Circle 305 on reader service card.